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ABSTRACT: Abstract is written concisely and factually, includes the purpose of research, the method of research, the result and conclusion of research. Abstract is written in English and Indonesian language, in account between 150 – 200 words in one paragraph. Abstrak ditulis secara ringkas dan faktual, meliputi tujuan penelitian, metode penelitian, hasil dan simpulan. Abstrak ditulis dalam bahasa Inggris dan Indonesia, panjang abstrak  berkisar antara 150 - 200 kata dalam satu paragraf. --English and Indonesia-- (12)
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III.  INDENTATIONS AND EQUATIONS (Arial, 12 BOLD)
The first paragraph under each heading or subheading should be flush left, and subsequent paragraphs should have a five-space indentation. A colon is inserted before an equation is presented, but there is no punctuation following the equation. All equations are numbered and referred to in the text solely by a number enclosed in a round bracket (i.e., (3) reads as "equation 3"). Ensure that any miscellaneous numbering system you use in your paper cannot be confused with a reference [4] or an equation (3) designation. (12)

IV.  FIGURES AND TABLES (Arial, 12 BOLD)
To ensure a high-quality product, diagrams and lettering MUST be either computer-drafted or drawn using ink.
Figure captions appear below the figure, are flush left, and are in lower case letters. When referring to a figure in the body of the text, the abbreviation "Fig." is used. Figures should be numbered in the order they appear in the text.
Table captions appear centered above the table in upper and lower case letters. When referring to a table in the text, no abbreviation is used and "Table" is capitalized. Figures and tables should be included in the running text itself. (12)

CONCLUSION (12 BOLD)
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